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The writer's initial motivation for this study of George
Cao^hell Morgan is his interest in expository preaching generally, an
interest which led to an acquaintance with men who excelled in this
type of preaching. Morgan was selected for special study because of
the very considerable reputation he has built for himself among Bible*
centered Christians of all denominations. Blackwood considers him an
expositor "of unusual talent,"^ An English writer, not given to over
statement, says, "In the whole English-speaking world there is not a
more consusamate master of the teclmique, the art of preaching."^
Alexander Gammie, a Scottish writer, speaks of him as "an aristocrat
of the pulpit with the ccraamand of a perfect artistry/'^
Aside from his preaching genius, this man might well be
studied for the versatility of his accomplishments in other areas.
He served as a college administrator, and as a visiting lecturer.
His fame as a Bible teacher equals, if it does not exceed, his record
as an expository preacher* Hot the least of his attainments is his
literary publications. He is the author of more than seventy books.
Andrew W. Blackwood, The Preparation of Sermons , p. 65.
^Ernest H. Jeffs, Princes of the Modem Pulpit in England .
p. 169.
^Alexander Gammie, Preachers I Have Heard, p. 199.
^See Appendix A.
2The scope of this paper, however, is limited to a study of 6. Campbell
Morgan, the preacher.
Since Dr. Morgan is a recognized master in the field of Bibli
cal exposition, the writer is especially Interested in examining the
Morgan sermons in the light of this fact, hoping thereby to come to
a fuller understanding of what is meant by expository preaching.
Books dealing with the theory of this type of preaching reveal diver
sity of opinion as to what constitutes expository preaching. Davis
concludes, "The terms topical, textual, and expository, are used
loosely and not at all uniformly in homiletical literature, and are
of limited usefulness. ""^ The ambiguity of the term is demonstrated
by the fact that three men of repute in the field of homiletics
furnish varying definitions of the term. Walter Russell Bowie
defines the expository sermon as follows:
The so-called expository sermon is the same as a sermon built
upon a single brief text in that the purpose of each is to make
clear the great facets of truth in the Bible* s words. The dif
ference is that an expository sermon deals with a longer passage
of scripture and requires therefore more analysis and a discrim
inating choice as to those elements on which cmiphasls should
fall. 6
Blackwood agrees with this definition in essence saying that an
expository sermon "comes mainly from a Biblical passage longer than
two or three verses."*^ F. B. Meyer, however, considers expository
preaching to be "the consecutive treatment of some book or extended
%enry G. Davis, Desi|�n For Preaching, p. 32.
Walter Russell Bowie, Preaching, p. 178.
^Andrew W. Blackwood, Expository Preaching For Today, p. 13.
3portion of Scripture. . . ."^ Caennerer agrees with Meyer A third
definition is proposed by Sangster, "Exposition merely means 'setting
forth' or 'explain'; and If a man is explaining a short text, a
whole chapter, or a whole book, it is still exposit ion. "^^ Jeff D.
Ray believes that expository preaching may consist of a variety of
sermon types: "exegetical,'* "doctrinal," "historical," "biographical,*
and "character" exposition.
The method of procedure in this study is simple. Chapter XI
deals with the major influences in Morgan's life as they relate to
his preaching. Chapter XII is a study of the sermons themselves.
A fourth chapter furnishes a summary appraisal of G. Campbell Morgan,
the preacher.
% . B . Meyer , Expository Preaching Plans and Methods . p . 29 .
^Richard Rudolf Caemmerer, Pre^chin^ For the Church, p. 70.
E. Sangster, The Craft of Sermon Construction, p. 68.
^^Jeff D. Ray, Expository Preaching, pp. 59-66.
CHAPTER IZ
XHPLUENCES
To understand George Campbell Morgan, the man and the
preacher, it is necessary to inquire into those background influ
ences that were in large measure responsible for making the man. As
William R. Cannon, in The Theology of John Wesley � expresses it.
There can be no doubt that the influence of childhood and of
adolescence, the heritage of the family and of the school, are
often "discernible, like the rings in the trunk of a tree,"
in the thought of mature thinkers.^
Home background. The first great Influence in the life of
G. Campbell Morgan was that of his parents. George Morgan, the
father, was a Baptist minister of Welsh descent. He was a man of
strong convictions. Just previous to the birth of his son, Mr.
Morgan resigned a successful pastorate in order to iA>rshlp more
fully according to the dictates of his own conscience. This change
was owing largely to the influence of George Mueller, who advocated
total dep^od^cicy upcm God, by faith and prayer, for all things.
After resigning his pastorate in Herefordshire, Morgan senior moved
with his wife and their first-born child, Lizzie, to Tetbury in
Gloucestershire where a second child, George Caspbell, was born Decem
ber 9, 1863.^ The elder Morgan would be considered Puritanical by
^William R. Cannon, The Theology of John Wesley, p. 29.
^John Harries , Campbell Morgan, The Man and His Ministry .
pp. 19, 20.
5our standards today. His Bible was his complete library. Xn the
eighty years of his life he never read a novel. He thrived on
austerity. Action always followed decision. One day he took his
long clay pipe from his mouth and addressing it said, "You are becom
ing my master Instead of my servant." He then broke the pipe into
pieces and threw it into the fire.^ Perhaps Harries sums up the
characteristics that best describe Campbell's father in this state
ment:
He had the makings of an ideal Pilgrim Father, not only in
moral courage in the quest for religious liberty, but in
contempt for wordly enticements, coupled with a love of
adventure and the slo^le llfe.^
But the more dominant influence in the son's life was undoubt
edly that of the mother. Elisabeth Fawn Brittan was the counterpart
of George Morgan in many ways. She was small and dainty in stature
and fastidious in personal habits. Mrs. Morgan was the young son's
first tutor and monitor. Evidently she did not share her husband's
distrust of literature, for among young Morgmi's earliest mmories
are recollections of his mother reading to him such books as Alice ii^
Wonderland. Robinson Crusoe, and Westward Ho.^ Of Mrs. Morgan it has
well been said: "She is a true saint, and gives the impression of a
greatness i^lch is always gentle, and a godliness which is always
radiant and full of peace."
hill Itorgan, ^ Man of the Word, p. 23.
^Harries, 0�. cit . , p. 23.
^Jill Morgan, 0�. cit., p. 24.
^Harries, 0�. cit. . p. 20.
6Briefly, these are the parents of George Campbell Morgan* It
is not difficult to see that the son acquired the austerity of his
father and the fastidious habits, gentle disposition, and breadth
of interests of his mother*
the home environment was unusual. Compared with present-day
standards, discipline in the Morgan home was severe. The children
were not allowed companions outside the home. Playing in the street
or in the park with other children was strictly forbidden. It is
not surprising that such restrictions in the home would leave their
mark. Morgan himself in later years acknowledged the effect of
this early home training in his life;
I have always been slow to form friendships* Perhaps it is
partly owing to the circumstances of my childhood that, even
today, I have to fight against a natural indisposltlcm to talk
to strangers. I do not think that my friends would describe
me as unsociable. The ccmipanionship of those I am privileged
to know well, is very pleasant; but anybody that creates in me
a feeling of restraint, I cannot bear near me. Always, I
would rather address a thousand people than one. For me, an
ideal exista&ce would be a house burled in the woods, a quick
transit to a crowded church, and-�back again to the woods. ^
It is by no means remarkable that In such an environment of
isolation Lizzie should become the alpha and cmega of his life. His
sister was four years his senior, but they were joined together by
the closest ties of love. Of particular Interest was their play
activity i^lch Included church services. Lizzie would dress all her
dolls for church, prepare the pulpit and then await the preacher's
coming. Pimctual to the minute the yoimg minister would enter, place
Ibid., pp. 21,22.
7his notes and his Bible on the pulpit and lead In "public worship."
To the two participants it was a real service in a real church with
a real sermon. Although the young minister was only seven years of
age, he conducted the service with the same dignity and deportment
as would a man of mature years It was in this nursery that young
Morgan became aware of a passion for preaching:
In that room I first preached. I had one living person in my
audience, and quite a number that were not alive. I preached
regularly there week after week and time after time to my
sister and her dolls. It was then that there was born within
me the passion to become a preacher.^
liiszle's untimely death at the age of twelve caused an emo
tional shock to her brother which nearly culminated in his death.
The boy was never strong. One night because of his inconsolable
grief he ran to his sister's grave, there to collapse. As a result
of his exposure he contracted pneumonia. It proved alsK>st fatal.
The parents not only provided a rigorous discipline for their
children, but also mcout&ged holy habits:
I was brought up in one of those homes where the simple blunt
rule concerning family altar was this. If under any circum
stances it was necessary that either the breakfast or the
family altar should be forfeited, it was the breakfast that
had to go.il
The elder Morgan continued to exercise his influence even
after the son was married and in a home of his own. For instance.
^Harries, 0�. cit . , pp. 22, 23.
^Harold Murray, Campbell Morgan. Bible Teacher, p. 134.
^Harries, og.. cit., p. 25.
^Murray, 0�. cit. , p. 54.
8when visiting the son on one occasion, Morgan senior carefully
examined every room, and ^serged with this verdict, "Yes, all very
nice, hut nobody will know walking through here whether you belong
to God or to the devil. "^^ The result of this appraisal was that
henceforth a silent Christian witness was placed in every room. In
this connection Campbell reoiarked that his father was a Furi tan,
and that he considered him at times to be over-strict, but in later
years he had cause to be grateful for his father's rigid influence.
Before leaving the subject of Morgan's home, one more inci
dent is considered. Perhaps it was this, more than any other one
thing, that shaped the life of G. Campbell Morgan. Previous to the
birth of their child, the elder Morgan and his wife knelt before
God and dedicated him to the service of God. The ministry of G.
Campbell Morgan was without doubt the answer to that prayer of dedi
cation.
Education. Turning now from the influences of the home, it
is expedient to consider th� part played by education in the life
and ministry of George Campbell Morgan. For health reasons, the boy
Morgan did not start school at the usual age. Instead, he was taught
at home, first by his parents and later by a tutor. When the
Itorgan family moved to Chepstow, Campbell entered a private school.
i^Ibld. , p. 91.
^%arrles, o�. cit. , p. 28.
i^Jill Morgan, A Man of the Word, p. 24.
9He was still siouriiliig the death of his sister. He did not mix much
with the other boys In recreation, but took long walks alone. Later
the family moved to Cheltenham where he was sent to the Douglas
Collegiate School for Young Gentlemen, coamonly known as Gratton
House. It was fortunate that at this time Cimipbell came under the
Influence of J. L. Butler, the principal of Gratton House. Butler
encouraged the shy, withdrawn lad to take up athletic games. Parti-
clpation In these exercises tended not only to build up young Morgan
physically, but also helped to rechannel his Interests from himself
to others. 1^ It was while he was at Gratton that material circum
stances at home oiade It necessary for him to begin earning a living
to supplement his parents* income. Thus his formal education came
to an end through no fault of his own.
Although 6. Campbell Morgan has been considered by many to be
a good example of an uneducated man making good in the ministry,
this statement needs some qualification. First, the education which
he received at Gratton House was comparable to college work in its
thoroughness and exactness. Secondly, Morgan's insatiable appetite
for knowledge made him an avid reader all his life. This constant
reading, plus a well -disciplined mind, quick to apprehend truth,
furnished Morgan with an education that far transcended the formal
training of the schools. That he was later to serve on two college
faculties and become president of an educational institution is
indicative of the mental acquisition of the man.
i%arries, 0�. cit . , pp. 26, 27.
Mr. Morgan, nevertheless, was always conscious of his lack of
formal theological training, and considered himself "an untrained
man." On one occasion while visiting Dale of Birmingham, that great
preacher said to him: "You must never say you are untrained. God
who has many ways of training men has trained you, and I pray that
you may have great joy in His service. "^^ On this occasion when Dr.
Dale questioned him on his acquaintance with theology books, Morgan
mentioned that he had read Pope's three volume Compendium- At the
age of twenty*flve he was reading Wesley's Journal, and steeping him
self in Kingsley.i^
Another ijaportant factor in Morgan's education was his work
at the Jewish Collegiate School for Boys in Birmlnghma. When an
assistant master was needed, he applied and was accepted. As a
teacher in this school for three years Morgan, of necessity, became
acquainted with Hebrew law and Old Testament literature. As his bio
grapher, Jill Morgan, remarks:
The Influence of the Jewish School and its Principal can never
be measured, for it not only inspired in Campbell Morgan a life
time of research and study, but through his own Bible teaching
prompted countless others to search and understand the Scriptures.
These then are some of the more salient educational factors that
moulded the man.
Spiritual influences . Xn speaking of the time of his
l^urray, 0�. cit. , p. 23. Cf. Harries, 0�. cJjt . , p. 50.
^^Jill Morgan, A Ito of tl|e Word, p. 35.
i^Ibid. , pp. 41, 54, 55.
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conversion, Morgan does not specify any certain date; he does, how
ever, acknowledge that there was a time in his life when he accepted
the promises of Christ. Referring to the period in his childhood
vhm he and Lizzie played church together in the nursery, he
remarked, "1 felt even then, that I belonged to God."^^ Since he
was brought up in a spiritual home where conversation doubtlessly
often Included discussion of conversion, it would not be unusual if
his own conversion was not the climactic crisis likely to occur in
one more mature. Perhaps here is the reason why he made the follow
ing statement in a letter:
Most certainly I believe in a real experience, and that a
person who is "bom from above" knows this without any doubt.
What X do believe with equal conviction is that a great many
do not know the exact moment when the gift of life was
received.
His call to preach seass also to have come to him without
crisis when he was but eight years old.^^ He never doubted this call.
His later activities, however, might easily be construed as meaning
that this calling was to teach, for his work in this direction gave
him much satisfaction. Xt is doubtful if he would have ventured
into the work of preaching if It had not been for the intervention
of Providence. He had been teaching for three years when he began to
feel that he ought to devote all of his time to preaching. To be
really sure that God was calling him to preach, he on one occasion
^''Harries, 0�. cit. . p. 24.
20Jill Itorgan (ed>, This Was His Faith, p. 223.
^Wrries, 0�. cit. , p. 24.
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thus addressed God: "If I ant to go as Thy taessenger. Thou wilt have
to force me." As if in response to this da&and, the Principal of
the school came to Morgan and informed him that the school would have
to close, and his services would be no longer needed. The turn of
events settled for him any questions on the matter.^^
When Campbell was about nineteen, another crisis developed,
probably the most serious of his life. It began just prior to his
appointment as a teacher at the Jewish Collegiate School and con
tinued throughout his first year there. The yotmg Morgan had
accepted without question or doubt the tenets of the Bible and the
Church* True, most of his beliefs he held not so tmch from con
viction as from inherit^ce. When he began serious preparation to
teach he found a new world opening up to him, the world of Huxley,
0arwin, Tyndell, Spacer and Bain. The impact of the writings of
these men caused him to entertain serious doubts cimceming basic
convictions in his life. There came the time ^en, as he later said,
"I was sure of nothing." The issue seemed to resolve itself about
the Bible. When he came to the place where he had no assurance that
the Bible was the authoritative Word of God to man, he gave up all
preaching engagooents, determined to face the issue to its ultimate
end. (toe day during this crisis, Morgan decided to lay aside all the
books in his library that argued either pro or con on the Bible's
authority. He visited a book store in the local town and purchased a
new Bible. On reaching home he retired to his room and reasoned thus
with himself:
^^Muirray, 0�. c^t. . p. 24.
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I am no longer aure that this ia what my father claims it to
be-*the Word of God. But of this 1 am sure. If it be the Word
of God, and if I come to it with an unprejudiced and open mind,
it will bring assurance to my soul of itself .23
The result of all this was, as Morgan put it, "The Bible found me.
I began to read and study it then, in 1883. I have been a student
ever since, and I still am (1938). "24 in referring later to this
time he said, "This experience is what, at last, took me back into
the work of preaching, ^d into the work of the ministry. "25 Small
wonder that the Bible plays such a prominent part in the preaching of
G. Campbell Morgan.
But he had yet another temptation to overcome. The problem
of self is not foreign to the minister of the gospel, and Campbell
Morgan was no exception. Fossibly because of the success that
attended the preaching of one so young, he for a time wrestled against
pride. He was sixteen years of age at the time, with two years
preaching experience behind him� While walking home one night after
preaching at a cottage meeting, a companlcm, I>avid ^ith, pointed
out to him the vanity of that kind of preaching that seeks primarily
to call att^tion to the preacher's gifts. At first Morgan die*
claimed any tendency in himself in this direction, but upon further
discussion he hecamB convinced of the truth of the charge. This
realization caused much prayerful searching of soul. He swraarized
23jixi Morgan, A Man of the Word, pp. 39, 40.
^^Ibid., p. 40.
2%arrles, 0�. cit*. pp. 33, 34. Cf. Jill Morgan. A Man of
the Word, p. 40.
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the Incldeat by saying, "It was to me an ex{>erience, the effect of
which has never left lae."^^
This was not to he the last time, however, that he had to
face this prohlean. It was after he had been ordained in the Con*
gregatioaal ministry and was serving in one of his first pastorates
that he became aware of the fact that God was speaking to him
definitely concerning the same matter. The climax came after a Sun-
day night service* He was alone in his study when God said to him,
'What are you going to be, a preacher, or Hy messenger?" When
Morgan that s^ie night began to evaluate his sermons and his mini
stry, he made a startling discovery. As he explains it, "To my dis
may I discovered that the desire to become, and to be known as a
great preacher, was beginning to get the upper hand." Then followed
a conflict which lasted all night. The issue was finally settled
when he committed himself to 6od*s service in these words, "Thy
messenger, my Master��^Thlnel" But the victory was not to be com
plete until Morgan had destroyed a large bundle of sermons, for he
now knew that they had been fashioned to include a large part of G.
Campbell Morgan. He was th^ able to say, "Thine whole counsel I will
declare, so help m& God."^^ That he did declare the whole counsel
of God, and that God did abtmdantly help hiji is evident from the
record of his ministry.
Morgan served the Church in the capacity of a Congregational
2%arrles, o�. cit. , pp. 32, 33.
27ibid., pp. 45, 46.
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minister. It was not, however, to the Congregational ministry that
he first sought an entrance. Campbell started his ministry as a
Methodist lay evangelist. When it becaae evident that his financial
responsibilities would make it impossible for him to pursue a formal
theological education, he sought to enter the Methodist ministry
where such a requirement was not essential, the Methodists did, how
ever, require that a trial sermon be preached before an examining
board. The church selected for the trial of the aspiring preachers
was the Lichfield Road Church In Birmingham, which had a seating
capacity of one thousand. The seventy-five persons present when
young Morgan preached must have seemed lost in the vastness of the
sanctuary. At ^y rate the preacher's courage faltered. Perhaps
this is not surprising when it is remembered that one of the examin
ing preachers, sharpening his p^cil as Morgan was about to go to the
pulpit, addressed him in these words, '*liow X am ready for you."
Such a coament was not apt to instill confidence in the heart of
one who was already under considerable nervous strain. The young man
who had preached since he was thirteen years of age with no wmsLll
success failed to pass the test. The severity of the examination can
be appreciated when it Is noted that of the one hundred and fifty
candidates who presented themselves at this time, only forty-five
were accepted. Xt may be reasonably asserted that in Morgan's
case failure was more likely the result of personality confusion than
Xbid. , pp. 35, 36
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of homiletical ineptitude* He at one time stated, "Always I would
rather address a thousand people than one."^^
Commenting on this rejection, Morgan later had this to say:
It was a tremendous crisis in my life^-the moment when the one
string upon which I tried to play the music of my ministry
lay stretched under the bow of my life; the will of God first
and last.^"
Perhaps it was this bit of background in his experience that prej
udiced him against student "practice preaching" before a class:
Here I propose to take the opportunity of protesting with all
the force of the strongest conviction against the ordinary
sermon-class, in which a man is called upon to preach before
his fellow students and members of the faculty. The whole
method cuts at the root of the true idea of preaching. The
man prepares for his sermon-class, from an entirely wrong
motive. His sermon will be criticised, sometimes kindly,
sometimes brutally, from the lower standards of consideration.
Its essential character of being a message of God to men can
not be dealt with In a sermon-class. It is above and beyond
criticism. Moreover, what man can preach to such an audi-
ence?3i
Parental influence, education, and certain significant life
experiences fashioned this man who was to become one of the great
expository preachers of this age. His preparation for the ministry
was not an easy one. It must be said that he was off to a good
start by virtue of home backgro^d. But there were set-backs, such
as his childhood grief, his intellectual doubt, and his rejection
by the Methodist Church, that placed harsh obstacles in his pathway.
That these were overcome and turned to account Is owing to the grace
of God and to the caliber of the man, G. Campbell Morgan.
2^Ibid., p. 22.
^Qlbld.. p. 36.
31g. Campbell Morgan, Ministry of the Word, p. 220.
CHAPTER III
THE SERHONS
The seriQons alluded to In this chapter are from the ten
volume Westminster Pulpit series. There are two hundred and seventy-
seven sermons in all. These were delivered hy Morgan during his first
pastorate at Westminster Chapel in London from 1904 to 1917. Because
of the widespread demand for printed copies of his messages, Dr.
Morgan made it his habit to select each week one of his sermons for
publication.
Morgan had a varied ministry. In his early ministry he was
known as a "Wesleyan Lay -evangelist ."'^ At this time the burden of
his messages was evangelistic. Xn his later ministry, however, the
didactic becaae the dominant note. Hot that he had lost his passion
for evangelistic preaching, but rather his ability as a teacher of
the Bible influenced more and more his pulpit work. Wilbur M. &aith
notes Morgan's ability as a teacher -prophet, ''I have always felt that
of all the various gifts named in the Hew Testament Dr. itorgan
possessed two: he was both teacher and prophet ."^ gig ^phasis in
preaching is not confined merely to explaining Biblical truth. He
is mightily concerned that every sermon should move the will:
Preach for a verdict. It is no use talking morality to the crowd
unless we show them it is for them. Too many preachers close
^Jeffs, 0�, cit., p. 172.
^Wilbur M. Smith, an Introduction to The Westminster Pulpit,
by G. Campbell Morgan, X, p. 9.
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with a wrong Biblical note. Too many preachers close sermons
that are really powerful in their discussion of moral values
and spiritual things by saying: "But, beloved, we are persuaded
better things of you." The best note is, "Thou art the man."
And we have never come to the true climax of preaching until
we have left that impression upon our hearers. 3
Topics. A comparative study of Horgan*s topics and texts
reveals a close correlation between the two. Occasionally topic and
text are identical as in the sermon, "We Have the Hind of Christ,"^
from the text I Corinthians 2:16. The general tr^d, however, is
either to take words from the text for his topic, as in the sermon,
5
"Tongues Like As Fire," from Acts 2:3, or to transpose the words
of the text as in the sermon, "The Hearness of God Unrecognized,"
from the text in Genesis 28:16. Some sermons derive their titles
from the text and the context. Using the text, "l^o will shew us
any good?'', Fsalm 4:6, Horgan develops a sermon titled, "Restless*
ness and Its Remedy."^ Here the text is the basis for "restlessness,*
but the "remedy" is found in the context.
As to which comes first in his sermon preparation, the topic
or the text, the practice apparently varies according to the primary
inspiration for the sermon, Morgan himself acknowledges that �^en
one has to preach on a particular subject, he of necessity must find
%. Campbell Morgan, Freaching. pp. 88, 89.
^G. Campbell Morgan, Westminster fulplt. X, 213.
%forgan, Westminster Pulpit. VII, 142.
4bld.. p. 273.
^Morgan, Westminster Pulpit , IV, 48.
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an appropriate text to correspond with the subject,^ If in his
devotional reading, however, a certain text would grip his mind, the
subject would grow out of his thinking on the text.^ Regardless as
to whether the subject or the text emerged first, there was a cardina!
rule which Morgan refused to violate. He would never use a "text
as a pretext."
The length of Morgan's sermon topics varies from the most
abbreviated title, "But,"^^ to one of about a dozen words, such as,
"The Shock Which the Spell of Jesus Brings to the Soul."^! The
majority of his titles are limited to two or three strong words such
as, "Final Words, "^^ oj- "Dwellers in Fire."^^ His sermon titles
reveal an absence of anything suggesting sensationalism. Hot that
he avoided preaching on highly controversial subjects, but his titles
are never built merely to engage the attention of the crowd.
Frequently the choice of words in Morgan's sermon titles would
be theologically heavy for most American congregations. It is to be
raaembered, however, that the sermons in point were preached in
^gland where tl^ people are accustomed to heavier homiletical fare.
Such sermon titles as "The Atonement," "Grace and Law," and "The
^Ibid. , p. 43.
^%organ, Westminster Fulpit. I?, 162.
l^Morgan, Westminster Fulpit. X, 310.
i2|torgan, Westminster Fulpit. IV, 269.
^%organ, Westminster Fulplt. I, 58.
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Aecension," would not fit into the vocabulary of many contemporary
American congregations, however clear in statement and pertinent in
content their message.
Two things are noted from a study of Horgan *s subjects. First
he leans heavily toward doctrinal preaching* Here than twenty -five
per cent of his sermons deal with some specific doctrine. Themes
related to Christ are given preference. Twenty-three sermons deal
with the doctrinal aspects of Jesus as the Son of God. In these,
every major phase of His ministry is covered ivma the Advent to the
Asc^slon. The Holy Spirit and Holiness are treated in sixteen
sermons. Other subjects, dealt with to a lesser extent, are the
Church, the Fatherhood of God, and Han.
The second observation the writer makes in this connection is
that Horgan has an affinity for series sermons. Fifty semens appear
in a series relationship. The shortest series is made up of two
sermons, the longest contains ten. The longest series is an inter
esting combination of two related series within an overall series of
ten. The main thme is "Problems of the Religious Life."^^
The majority of his series sermcms deals with a doctrinal
subject. A five-sermon series is concerned with the benefits of the
Cross a two-sermon series, with the Immanence of God;^^ six
^^rgan, Westminster Pulpit, III, 143-275.
iSnorgan, Westminster Pulpit, VI, 61-126.
^Storgan, Westminster Pulpits VII, 273-299.
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sermons deal with Holiness five with the Kingdom of God;^^ four
with the Church, four with Christian Citisenshipj^O and five with
the purpose of the Advent. two sermons deal with Saint Peter,
^2
and five with the events of passion week and the resurrection.
As to form in expressing his topics Horgan is in general
prosaic rather than poetic, for instance, only in the series on the
Cross is alliteration used. The topics of these sermons are as
follows: "Pardcm by the Cross," "Purity by the Cross," "Peace by
the Cross," "Power by the Cross," md "Promise at the Cross.
"^4
Although Morgan shows emphasis in certain areas such as the
Person and Work of Christ, he cannot be charged with being a "hobby
ist" in choice of subjects. He himself conforms to his assertion
in his book. Preaching � "A variety in texts helps to maintain variety
in preaching. "^^ For some reason the subject of prayer seems to be
slighted in the Westminster Pulpit . Only one sermon deals directly
^ ^Morgan, Westminster Pulpit, 111, 266-340.
l%torgan, Westminster PtAlpit, V, 247-311.
^^Ibid. . pp. m-a46.
20ibld., pp. 140-190.
2lMorgan, Westminster Pulpit. I, 298-351.
22ibld.. 190-217.
2%orgaa, Westminster Pulpit, V, 74-139-
2^rgan, Westminster Pulpit, VI, 61-126.
2%organ, Preaching > p. 42.
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with the subject of prayer.^" This does not necessarily reflect a
disparaging attitude toward prayer, for this preacher's belief in
prayer is expressed thus in his Ministry of fhe Words
If there is one thing of which experience has made me more sure
than of anything else, it is that there can be oo fruitful and
victorious ministry of the Word, vhich is not conditioned from
first to last, not only in the sense of dependence upon God,
but also in the active expression of it, which has been made
available to us in the sacred privilege of prayer. 27
Nevertheless, when it is raaembered that the sermons collected In
Westminster Pulpit are representative of Itorgan 's total sermonlc
output, this relative obscurity of one of the great doctrines of the
Christian faith seems odd. At the time of 6. Caapbell Morgan's
diamond jubilee celebration he had preached scHoe twenty-three thousand
three h\mdred and ninety tlmes.23
Texts, cowbell Morgan gives chree reasons for uaiiig a text.�
first, a text gives to the sermon the authority of the word of God*
Secondly, a text helps to maintain definiteness in the sermon; It
limits the scope of the message which in turn makes for strength.
Thirdly, a text is useful in maintaining variety in preaching. He
suggests four sources t^ich help to determine the choice of a text.^^
The first and most common source is the preacher's regular devotional
2^rgaft, Westminster Pulpit. HI, 49.
^^MorgaEtt, Ministry of t^ Word, p. 250.
2^urray, og,. cit. � p- 17.
2%torgan, Preaching, p. 40
3^Ibid., pp. 43, 48.
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reading of the Bible. Another method of choosing texts is the need
for preaching on a particular subject. Such a need arises out of
the problems of parishoners, such as calamity, sorrow, and moral
problems. A third source is the great doctrines of the Christian
Church. Morgan stresses the need for doctrinal preaching and states
emphatically that such preaching should have its basis in the text.
The fourth source is great themes. These themes can all be found in
great texts.
Morgan also offers some principles that will guide in the
choice of a text.^^ Every text should have within it a theme, a
single dominant thought. Secondly, it is often best to preach on
a text that has first rebuked the preacher. Thirdly, the text
should be a complete statement. This last rule, however, is not with
him ironclad, for he himself at times uses just a phrase, as in the
sermm, "The Spirit of Ufe."^^ Occasionally in preaching he acknowl
edges that the text he is about to use is not a complete statement.
For example In the sermon, "The Evangel of Grace,
"^^ the text is "The
gospel of the grace of God." Itorgan mentions several times in the
sermon that "this text is not a sentence, but a phrase." A fourth
principle involves the selecting of several related scripture
passages and using them as his text.
3^ Ibid., pp. 49, 52.
3%organ, Westminster Fulpit. I, ISO.
3%organ, Westminster Fulplt, VII, 129.
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In considering the treatment of the text,*'^ Morgan insists
that the context must be taken into consideration. The practice
will prevent Incorrect interpretations of a text, or the use of
texts for pretexts. He warns, moreover, that care should be taken
that the words in the text are authentic. If one is a student of
Hebrew and Greek, he may consult the original languages. If not,
the various translations and commentaries are to be consulted.
Morgan protests against the way preachers read their Scripture
in the pulpit, "I don't know of anything that is worse done in the
Christian Church today than the reading of the Bible by preachers."^^
He offers a twofold remedy for this deficiency. First, be sure to
read carefully the Scripture lesson previous to going into the
pulpit. This applies even to those familiar passages of Scripture.
Secondly, read the Scripture with interpretation. Give the message
that the writer is trying to express.
The sermons in the Westminster Pulpit reveal an amazing
variety of texts. Haey represent forty-six books of the Bible.
Twenty- three books from the Old Testament and twenty -three books
from the New Testament are represented. Approximtely one third, or
sixty-nine of the two hundred and seventy-seven texts are from the
Old Testament and two thirds, or two hundred and eight, are found in
the Hew Testament. Morgan's favorite Old Testaaent book is the Psalms
from which twelve texts are taken. Isaiah is next with eleven. In
^Slorgan, Preaching, p. 53.
35ibid. , p. 46.
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th� New Testament, the Book of Matthew Is by far the most fruitful
source of texts with thirty-seven from this book. Only four texts
are repeated twice. They are Matthew 5:48, Mark 8:34, Colossians 1:18,
and Genesis 28:16.
Xn three sermons an unusual combination of contrasting texts
is used. Xn one titled "Peace, three texts are selected dealing
with the subject of peace* The first is Isaiah 9:6, "His name shall
be called . . . Prince of Peace." The second is Matthew 10:34, "I
came not to send peace . . . but a sword." The third is James 3:17,
"The wisdom that is from above is first pure, then peaceable."
In another sersKin, "Christ and Sinners--Identified and Sepa-
37
rate," two contrasting texts are used. The first, showing Christ's
identification with sinners, is Luke 22:37, "He was reckoned with
transgressors." The second text reveals Christ's separation from
sinners, Hebrews 7:26, "separated from sinners." Another seriiK>n
which deals with Simon Peter's denial of Christ, uses contrasting
texts giving Peter's great confession as found in Matthew 16:16 and
38
his denial recorded in Mark 14:71.
Morgan also uses multiple texts to develop the Biblical back
ground of the sermon. His sermon, "The Pirst-Born,"^^ uses four
texts. The first is Luke 2:7, "And she brought forth her first-born
^^organ, Westminster pulpjt. V, 9.
^^Morgan, Westminster Pulpit. IX, 232.
^%lorgan, Westminster Pulpit, I, 190.
^^Morgan, Westminster Pulpit, VIII, 337.
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son." The second, Colossians 1:15, describes Christ, "who Is . . .
the first-born of all creation." The third is from the same source,
verse eighteen, and states, "who is . . . the first-born from the
dead." The fourth, Romans 8:29, names Christ as "the first-born
among many brethren." In the sermon, "Four Mistakes about Christ, "^*^
Morgan selects four statements from Scripture which reveal mistaken
ideas about the person and mission of Jesus Christ. The sermon
which uses the largest number of Scripture passages In the text Is
"Christ *s^Call to Courage. "^^ Five references are used, all from
the lips of Christ and all using the words, "be of good cheer," with
a different context for each reference.
It is to be observed that in tMs use of multiple texts there
is one phrase or word repeated in each of the texts used. Morgan
develops his sermon around a general topic, using the several texts
as the basis for development.
The length of the texts varies. Morgan does not seem, to follow
any particular pattern. Some texts are quite long. For example, in
a series of sermons on "Church Ideals, "^^ he uses two Scripture
references in his text. The first consists of five verses found in
Matthew I8s 15-20. The second is from I Corinthians 5:9*13. In all
a total of nine verses is used. In comparison, however, the shortest
text is found in another series of sermons entitled, "The Kingdom. "^^
^*^5fgan, Westminster Pulpit. IX, 51.
^^Morgaa, Westminster Pulpit, VII, 9.
^2Horgan, Westminster Pulpit, V, 219.
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The text, taken from the Sermon on the Mount, consists of two words,
"Thy Kingdom." The text in each of five sermons consists of only
four words, and in one sermon, of three words.
Although in his book, Preaching, Morgan strongly favors the
use of texts, elev�^ of the two hundred and seventy -seven sermons
have no text. Ten sermons without a text are in a series based on
"The Problem of the Religious Life."^ Another entitled, "Con
science,"^^ with no text, begins thus:
Tonight I have no text. If anyone is sufficiently under the
power of tradition to feel that a text is necessary, then
either of the twenty-nine verses in the New Testament in
which the word "conscience" is found will serve, for con
science is my theme.
Two observations may be made in regard to his omitting
texts. First, Morgan is "not sufficiently under the power of tradi
tion" that he considers a text always essential. Secondly, he is
thoroughly at home with the Biblical background of the sermon topics
he uses.
Introductions. In a general discussion of the sermon intro
duction Morgan mentions three considerations: the purpose, the
properties and the preparation.^^ In amplifying these three he
reminds us that the central purpose of an introduction is to intro
duce. It should introduce the theme, and in some instances serve
^^*^S��> Westminster Pulpits III, 143.
^%Iorgan, Westminster Pulpit, X, 37 .
^%organ. Preaching, pp. 81, 84.
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to Introduce the preacher to his congregation. The preacher should
introduce his theme generally before dealing with it particularly.
Xt should be kept in mind that often there will be three obstacles
to overcome. First, there is the prejudice that some may entertain,
either toward the preacher personally, or toward the subject upon
which he is speaking. Secondly, there may be the obstacle of igno
rance which must be surmounted. Generally the less one assumes the
congregati<m knows about a subject, the more effective the intro
duction. The third obstacle is that of inertia, called preoccupation,
which means that the introduction must capture the mind of the con
gregation. This is the purpose of the introduction.
The properties of an introduction, Itorgan observes, should be
characterised by three things. He emphasises the importance of
simplicity in beginnings. He warns against using the "superlative*"
Xt is difficult to maintain the interest aroused by a spectacular
introduction. The introduction should be pertinent. Xn it the
thane is to be stated clearly. Finally, the introduction should be
characterized by courtesy. Hot that the preacher should be apolo
getic for himself or his message. Rather he is seeking for a word of
commendation. As an example of this, he points out St. Faul's
sermon on Mars Hill where the apostle commends the Athenians for
being very "religious."
Morgan calls attention to the preparation of the introduction
^Qxbid. . p. 80.
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It l8 his content ion that the introduction should be prepared after
the main body of the discourse was prepared. He likens the intro
duction to a portico on a building which is built after the main
structure is erected.
A study of the introductions of Campbell Morgan reveals the
preacher's fondness for the contextual type of introduction. This
is to be expected of one who majors in Biblical exposition. He
often uses a textual exposition type of introduction. A good ex^le
of this kind is found in his sermon, "Tribulation, Kingdom, and
Patience,"^^ ^ere he says, "All this becomes far more arresting and
illuminative %^en the phrase is considered in relation to its con
text." At other times Morgan by way of introduction may give a
birds -eye view of the book in which the text is located. When this
is done the relation of the text to the book as a whole Is demon
strated, as in the sermon, "Backsliding."^^ Although there is a
predominance of the Biblical type introduction, the preacher is not
slavishly bound to this type.
He makes interesting topical studies in some sermon intro
ductions. In the sermon^ "The Strength of the Hame,"^^ the intro
duction describes the subject "life." He holds up this word in much
the same manner that a jeweler would hold up a diaaond to display its
many facets. Notice the way he describes "life":
*^^Morgan, Westminster Pulpit, IX, 257.
^^Wrgan, Westminster Pulpit. I, 97.
^^Morgan, Westminster Pulpit, IV, 281.
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Life is described as a race. . . .
Life is described as a voyage. . . .
Life is described as a battle. . . .
Life is considered as a great problem.
Horgan seldom uses the purely illustrative kind of introduction.
An exception is his introduction to "The toung Ruler, "^^ vhere he
relates a personal experience. Incidentally, this preacher's use of
personal illustration is sparing.
In this study, the writer discovered that Horgan uses fifteen
or sixteen different types of introductions* Hany of his intro*
ductions are a combination of types. A good example of this blending
is seen in the sermon, "Thou Shalt Remember, "^^ where in the beginning
he states, "Evidently, there is not only the historic setting, and
the philosophic basis, but the religious purpose of this text."
After touching briefly on each of these, he gives a brief definition
of the word "remesaber."
Just as the introductions vary according to type, so they vary
according to length, tfost of them cannot be considered brief; a few,
nevertheless, are extremely short. For exmple, in the sermon, "Life
in the Li^t,"^ Horgan requires only two sentences to form the intro
duction for the sermon which follows:
*
These Words of our Lord were spoken to critical and unbelieving
men, and as their context shows, their intention was that of
urging these men to yield to the light which was so soon to be
withdrawn. They virtually constituted the last public utter
ance of our Lord.
52Morgan, Westminster Fulnit. II, 138.
^%organ, Westminster Fulpjt, IV, 9.
5<tMorgan, Westminster Fulplt. IX, 293.
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Apparently the length of the introduction la often determined hy the
complexity of the subject to be treated and by whether or not certain
prejudices or fallacious views are held by those who are being
addressed. The long introduction to the sermon, "Born Blind, "55 i�
justified by an introductory remark to the sermon, "I may run
counter to a good many prejudices. I certainly shall run counter to
almost imlversal interpretation of this passage." On an average,
his Introductions are three or four paragraphs long.
Horgan* s first sentences are for the most part somet^t arrest
ing. One ex^ple is the opening sentence to the sermon, "Our
Altar, "5^ "The majority of days in the lives of a majority of men
are ordinary days."
His Introductions are well organised generally. Sometimies
they have definite points of progression within themselves, but more
often they move from the general to the particular.
Horgan follows the older tradition of stating the proposition
of a sermon. This is generally done in the last paragraph of the
introduction. For example, in his sen^n, "The Hnstraitened Christ, "^
he finishes the introduction with this paragraph:
This is the truth which lies like a burden on my heart today,
the great truth I want to bring to others, not so much for
instruction as for encourag^rauent . All He began to do He is still
doing, and we are Els fellow workers; all He began to teach He
is still teaching, and we are His messengers.
^%>rgan, Westminster Pulpit, VIII, 154.
^^tgan, Westminster Pulpit, VII, 246.
^^Ibid.. p. 220.
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The preacher Inalsts that the proposition should be clearly defined,
that it should guide the preparation, and that it should be stated in
the introduction.^� He often gives his hearers a preview of his
sermon by stating its main divisions near the close of his intro
duction. He apparently believes that the clarity gained from this
technique is more important than the susp^se resulting from with
holding main divisions until their appearance in the sermon body. A
statement typical of this practice is seen in the senm^n, "The
Victorious Christian Life":^^
I want then, to speak to you of two things. First, the nature
of the conflict described in this passage; and second, the
conditions of victory as laid down in the theory of this
writer and as borne witness to in the testimony of his own
life.
Not that he always followed this rule of stating the main divisions
in the introduction, but it was commonly his procedure to do so.
Conclusions. According to Morgan, the last sixty seconds of
a sermon are the dynamic seconds in preaching.^ His method of
approach in his endings is an appeal to the will through the intel
lect and the @aK>tions. It is his belief that the intellect is
stimulated by recapitulation, personal application, and elaboration
of the truth. His major appeal here is directed to the intellect,
not to the emotions. He seldom uses an illustration in his conclusion.
5%forgan, Freaching> p. 37.
5%organ, Westminster Fulpit, III, 76.
^%organ, Preaching, p. 89.
61lbld.
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He is free froia the kind of emotional appeal that characterizes the
conclusions of a Moody or Spurgeon sermon. His conclusions in the
main follow four general types: the poem or hymn, the direct appeal,
a recapitulation, and the so-called "practical" application. To
clarify the meaning of practical application, the following defini
tion by Blackwood is noted:
X say practical rather than personal because X use this latter
term with reference to a conclusion that addresses the per
son or somehow stresses the person. The practical stresses
the truth, not the person or persons. "^^
Poetry is used either as the final word or in c<m junction with it in
forty-nine out of two hundred and seventy -seven sermons. The length
of a quotation in the conclusion varies fr<m one stanza, to a poem
of five stanzas. But when poetry is used, he generally quotes
several stanzas. When Itorgan does seek particularly to arouse the
emotions, it is likely to be through the medium of poetry.
Direct appeal is one of the most coranon kinds of conclusion
used by Morgan. A conclusion of this sort is likely to be brief,
sometimes consisting of only a sentence or two. An example of the
short direct appeal is this closing paragraph in the sermon, "The
All -Sufficient Solution"
X do not ask you to shut your mind to your intellectual
difficulties, to say that these things do not matter; but
^^Blackwood, Th^ Preparation of Sermons, p. 164.
^%orgatt, Westminster Pulpit, X, 22.
^^Ibld., p. 248.
Westminster Pulpit . IXX, 264.
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to get right at the spiritual center of our life, and then to
correct the circumference therefrom.
The direct appeal la often fraught with a strong sense of urgency,
as In the ending of his sermon on "Sin":
Do not, I beseech you, give these last words away In generali
ties. I mean you, my brother, hidden away. Thank God, you are
hidden away. No eye is resting upon you save the eye of the
Master. You are hidden away in this crowd, in the grip of sin*
Its power can be broken tonight and forever as you turn to the
Christ of God and trust Him with all your soul and mind and
body and estate. May God help all such as feel the force of
sin to turn to that mighty Saviour.
The "practical" type of ending is also used generously by
Morgan. Here the preacher does not address himself to the individ
ual as "you." Rather he addresses the congregation indirectly as
"we" or "X." An ex^nple in point is the ending to the sermon,
"Love's Proof and Priae":^^
So by the comnonplace of obedience I cllad� to the mountain
of vision, deaonstrating my love by keeping His cosomand*
ments, seeing Him li^ere I did not dre^ He could appear.
The final sentence of a sermon is important because of Its
strategic locati<m. Because it Is a sort of culmination of what has
t
gone before, and because it is the final word, it needs to be a
decisive word. Xt is interesting to note a thought pattern fairly
coaBBon to Morgan's closing sentence, an indirect prayer, as in the
6fi
sermon, "Spare Thyself!" "May He help us to see and understand."
^%orgaa, Westminster Pulpit. XX, 64.
^-^Morgan, Westminster Pulpit. I, 218.
^^organ, Westminster Pulpit. XI, 125.
Another example Is found in "Submission and Responsibility," "God
help you to find the right authority and bow under it, and so find
your kingdom and reign over it."
Morgan's final sentence is sometimes simply the repetition
of the text, either in part or "in toto." In the sermon, "Saints,
"^^
the text is Sphesians 1:1 and 5:3, "To the saints ... as becometh
saints." The final sentence of the sermon is, "May God help us His
saints, to live as becometh saints."
Iforgan's conclusions are usually short. Sometimes they seem
almost abrupt as in the conclusion to "The Atonement" :^^
If we so come, we shall know the reconciliation; and it will
be reconciliation that begins with the consciousness of God
and issues in love of God, and finds its crown in the works
that are pleasing to God.
One thing may here be said, however, of the typical Morgan ending:
it never prolcmgs itself till the people are weary.
Structure. It was Morgan's practice to work out first the
central message of a sermon. Then after it was thought out, system*
atized, and stated, he would work on the introduction and the con-
elusion. To him the preparation of the sermon plan was of very
great importance because it represents the movement of the preacher's
thought. This plan should represent, at least in its first stage.
"^Morgan, Westminster Pulpit. Ill, 35.
^*Wrgan, Westminster Pulpit. 11, 282.
^^Morgaa, Westminster Pulpit, V, 48.
^^rgan, Preaching, pp. 60, 67.
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the fruit of one* 6 own thinking on the text. Xn order to accomplish
this it was Morgan's custom to study first the implications of the
text for himself, before consulting a commentary.
Morgan believes that "Truth," Clarity," and "Passion," are
the three great essentials to be kept in mind in sermon building.
"Truth" is that ^ich is revealed in the Bible, culminating in the
revelation of Jesus Christ. "Clarity" is the setting forth of truth
in such a way that the mind can apprehend it. "Passion" is the
driving power which moves the emotions. The aim in all this is that
of moving the wlll.^^
Blackwood notes, "Whenever the teaching function of the min*
istry lo^BS large, structure seans important, because the man who
teaches must follow a plan of his own making. "^^ As expected,
Morgan's sertm>ns show definite emphasis on structure. Morgan gives
75
two reasons for the need of definite sermon structure. The first
is that definite divisions help clarify the preacher's thinking on
a subject; the second Is that this type of sermon will be more apt
to be remembered by the listener.
As stated in the study of introductions, it is his custom
to state the main divisions of his sermon at the close of the intro
duction. He usually does this by using first, second, etc. Xn the
body of the sermon, however, he re-states only his "first" when
' ^^Ibid., pp. 14, 15, 33, 35.
�^^Blackwood, The Preparation of Sermons , p. 125.
^%organ. Preaching, p. 69,
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beginning his first division; he does not introduce the remaining
divisions by nia^er. An example of this is in the sermon, "The
Secret of Rest."^^ Before embarking into the body of the message
he says:
Let me attempt this morning to lead you first in meditation on
the attitude described: "Rest in the Lord," interpreted by
"mit patiently for Him*" In the second place, let us inquire
quite honestly. Is this possible? Finally, and briefly, let
us attempt some personal application.
His first point is clearly stated in the first sentence of the
next paragraph which reads, "First, then, the attitude described in
this passage; "Rest in the Lord, and wait patiently for Him." When
finished with this division he begins his second division merely with
the question, "Is this possible?'' His final point is introduced by
these words, "Wait patiently- How can I do it?" Although this is
the general pattern of Morgan's main divisions, he does not follow
this procedure slavishly.
Occasionally, a Morgan sermon has no mention of divisions
either in the introduction or in the body. M the sermon, "My
Friend," ^''^ formal divisive are not stated. In contrast, the sermon
titled, "The Spell Which Jc^sus Casts on M^,"^^ furnishes three main
divisions in the introduction, and they are repeated in the sermon
body: "First, they felt that He was a Man who lived"; his second
point is introduced by this sentence, "Again, men felt that Jesus
^%torgan, Westminster Fulpit. VI, 248.
7 ^Morgan, Westminster Fulpit. I, III.
7@Morgatt, Westminster Fulpit, X, 301.
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knew" ; the final point is preceded by a brief recapitulation, "And
last, men not only felt that Jesus lived, and that He knew; they
felt also that He cared, and that He cared about them."
The number of major divisions within the sermon body is gen
erally limited to two or three. On the other hand, some sermons have
four or five divisions. One sermon, "Holiness: A Present Possi-
bility,"" contains as many as seven divisions.
Morgan's divisions vary considerably in length, even within a
single sermon. That which the preacher considers the chief burden of
the message seems to be the determining factor in division length.
The sermon, "Life in the Light, "80 has a brief introduction of two
paragraphs; the second paragraph furnishes the three main divisions
of the message:
Let us think first of the assun^tion of our Lord which we know
is so certainly fulfilled; that we have the light; second, of
the true attitude towards the light, "... believe on the
light . . ." ; and finally, of the issue of such belief, "...
that ye may become sons of light."
He then begins the initial development of the first point by some
references to light in the gospel of John. This leads to the heart
of the message, which deals with light in the life of Christ, "What
shining forth of light was there in that human being with regard to
the physical, with regard to the mental, with regard to the spiritual?"
The first point requires nine pages. The second consists of one page,
and the third of one paragraph, which is one-half page long. Although
^^Morgan, Westminster Pulpits III, 289.
�^J^g�n� Westminster Pulpit, IX, 293.
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this development may have some of the psychological implications
common to the sermon development of Harry ^oerson Fosdick, still one
may question the practicability of a sermon division that is so
slightly treated.
Morgan often concludes a main division by repeating the main
idea of the division, or by repeating the portion of Scripture used
as the basis in its development. In the sermon, "Saints, "81 the
first main division, which is titled, "The saint is the inheritance
of God, His property," concludes with these words, "I am His, not
my own, but His." The conclusion of the second division is an example
of repetition, using Scripture. "The saint is the workmanship of
God," closes with the Scripture, "As becometh saints."
Morgan's transitions between divisions are brief. In the sermon,
"Saints,"�^ he introduces the second division with these words, "I
take a step further. I am His workmanship." He begins the third
division by using the same simile, "I go one step further." Occasion
ally his transitions are abrupt as in the sermon, "Christ and Sinners�
Identified and Separate, "^"^ where the transition between the first and
second division is accomplished by this sentence, "That leads to the
next thing." Sometimes he incorporates the transition and divisional
topic in the same sentence as in the sermon, "iight and Darkness, "8^
^Htorgan, Westminster Fulpit. II, 282.
^^Xbid.
�^rgan, Westminster Fulpit. IX, 232.
^Stotgm, Westminster Fulpit. Ill, 128.
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'*We begin with the fundamental conceptions of the missionary enter
prise."
Morgan's sub-divisions are generally implied rather than stated
85
as such. In the sermon, "The Limitations of Liberty," the sub-points
of the first main division are not stated as such, and are difficult
to find. The sub-divisions under the second aiain division are
announced in the first paragraph of that section, and are further
emphasized by numbers as he develops the second division. Occasionally
sub-points are stated alliteratively. For example, in the sermon,
"The Untrodden fathway,"^^ the first main division is, "The uncertain
future." The four sub -points are: "The fact of uncertainty," "The
fascination of uncertainty," "The fear of the unknown," and "The
force of uncertainty."
Sermon types . Morgan does not conform exclusively to any one
sermon type. For example, in the sermon series entitled, "The Problems
87
of the Religious Life," is one on, "Can a Just God Forgive Sins?"
It has no text. There is not even in the introduction an allusion to
a text. By the standards of Blackwood its approach is topical. The
sermon outline is clearly based on the topic of the message. The first
point is the definition of the three terms of the topic, "just," "for
giveness," and "sins." A second point shows the process by i^ich God
^^organ, Westminster Fulpit, I, 13.
^Sorgan, Westminster fulpit, IV, 22.
^^Morgan, Westminster Fulpit. Ill, 157.
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forgives sin. A final division deals with amplifying the concept of
God's forgiveness by using New Testasaent ideology. The unifying
factor in the sermon is the topic. The whole is concerned of course
with exposition, but it is not expressed in the traditional expository
framework. It is really the exposition of a topic.
Another example of that which the present writer would speak
of as "topical exposition," is seen in Morgan's first sermon in a
series on Holiness. In this sermon, "Holiness; Definition, "�� the
first division is concerned with the definition. The second division
discusses what holiness is experimentally. Again, the division topics
are derived from a subject, not from a text.
A sermon in the series mentioned, that clearly stems from a
topic is captioned, "Holiness: A Preset Possibility, "^^ but its
entire development is in terms of Biblical reference:
I propose, therefore, to make a sevenfold statement In answer to
the Inquiry whether holiness is a present experience, in each
case selecting one principal declarati<�i of the New Testament
in interpretation of the general thought.
In the same series, the final sermon, "Holiness: Hindrances, "^^
has two main divisions. The first deals with some of the answers
commonly given to the question, "Why do we lack holiness?" Four asser
tions are made, and Morgan deals with each one by calling into service
pertinent Scripture portions. The second division seeks to show
implications contained in the text.
Ibid.. 276.
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iforgaii occasionally preaches a sermon that is strictly topical.
Such a sermon is the one titled, "My Friend. "^^ He states in the
introduction that the basis for this sermon, "has grown out of the
necessity of the hour." That necessity is the human need for companion*
ship in the face of loneliness. The sermon, based on the role of
Christ as "my Friend," is developed almost entirely from an experi
ential point of view.
An either -or classification according to type of many of G*
Campbell ltorg^*s sermons would be difficult to determine, if not
impossible. These sermons suggest the flexibility of Morgan's
practice in Biblical preaching.
The topical exposition type, however, is not widely used by
Morgan. Instead, his sermons may almost be equally divided between
textual exposition and contextual exposition. When he employs textual
exposition, the main divisions are taken directly from the text. "The
Fruit of the Spirit, "^^ is an example of this kind of sermonlc develop
ment. The text is Galatians 5s22, 23, "The fruit of the Spirit is
love, joy, peace, long-suffering, kindness, goodness, faithfulness,
meekness, temperance; against such there is no law." The preacher
selects for his message three words from the text, "fruit," "Spirit,"
and "love." The first two divisions are treated briefly in two para
graphs in all; the third division is given the major consideration.
Morgan Interprets the text as meaning that the fruit of the Spirit is
^^Morgan, Westminster Fulpit, I, 111.
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love. The other descriptive terms in the text he sees as modifers of
the word "love." The burden of the message is that these "modifying"
words define and show their relationship to love.
The other sermon type which is most common to Campbell Morgan
is i^at may be referred to as contextual exposition. Xn this method
the preacher treats a larger unit of Scripture than the single text,
but he invariably uses a verse or two as the key to the unfolding of
the larger Biblical unit, whether it be a paragraph, a chapter, or a
Book. An example is, "The Beginning of Sin."^^ The message is a
treatment of Genesis chapter three. The main divisions deal with
three personalities, "Satan," "Man," and the "Lord God." The sermon
develops first, "the Satanic method," secondly, "the Himkan experience,"
and finally, "the Divine action." Not only are the salient points in
Genesis three considered, but each is supported by referring to related
passages such as the Lord's tanptation in the wilderness and John's
definition of sin in X John three.
The sermon, "Christ in You, the Hope of Glory, "'^ is an example
of paragraph exposition. In the introduction the preacher outlines
the Scripture to be cmisidered with these words:
In the paragraph in which the text occurs the Apostle uses
the word "mystery" three times. In verse 24, he says, "I
rejoice in my sufferings for your sake, and fill up on my part
that which is lacking of the afflicticms of Christ in my flesh
for His body's sake, which is the Church"; omitting verse 25,
which as to argiaa^t is in parenthesis, we read again in verse
26, "even the mystery which hath been hid from ages and
^^rgan, Westminster Pulpit, V, 338.
^^Slorgan, Westminster Pulpit, I, 24.
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geaeratlons." Then, in verse 27, the words of our text, "God
was pleased to make known what is the riches of the glory of
this mystery among the Gentiles, ^ich is Christ in you, the
hope of glory." Then, in the second chapter, and the second
verse, "Unto all riches of the full assurance of understanding,
that they may know the mystery of God, even Christ."
The main divisions of the sermon are then introduced in typical
Horgmi style hy this sentence, "First, the Church, the mystery hid
from the ages; secondly, this mystery, Christ in you the hope of
glory; finally, the mystery of God even Christ." Two characteristics
are seen in this sermon* First, the imifying factor in this exposi
tion is the word "mystery." Secondly, Horgan ignores the conventional
divisions of chapter and verse. Elsewhere he writes, "These divisions
are quite arbitrary and often mis leading. "^3
Haterials . Horgan makes wide use of Scripture in his sermons.
His usual procedinre is to consider first the text and the inmediate
context of the text. In this he is expository-defining, showing
relationships, clarifying meaning.
In the expansion of his theme he is likely to make considerable
use of related Biblical passages. For example. In a sermon on John 1:13
whose subject is "Regeneration,"^^ he early in the message shows the
relationship between his text and another portion in John's gospel,
John three. Then he da&onstrates the similarity between the "regen
eration" spoken of in his text and the creation of the world as
recorded in Genesis one. In the final division he considers the text
^^Jill Horgan (ed.>. This Was His Faith, p. 24.
^^organ, Westminster Fulpit. X, 115.
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in the light ol the context, *'He came unto His own an4 His own received
Him not," and ends with a description of the crucifixion as the
ultimate rejection.
In alluding to, or in quoting Scripture, Itorgan does not
usually furnish specific technical Scriptural reference. His allusion
to source is likely to be in broad terms, as for instance, "The old
Hebrew singer understood this to mean . . ."^'^ or "Again to quote the
words of Peter with another emphasis. "^8 ^ny specific reference
appears unobtrusively as in this instance, "The new creation is after
the pattern of the story we find in the book of Genesis. In the first
verse I read. . , ."^^
Often Morgan will paraphrase a Bible passage or text in his
own words, or he will merely quote therefrom a brief phrase or two.
His direct Scripture quotations vary in length, as in the sermon,
"Ihe Fourfold Glory of the Charch."100 where he quotes seven verses
consecutively from the Song of Solomon.
It might be expected that because of his strong Biblical
emphasis and his childhood training Morgan would seldom use extra-
Biblical materials. A study of his sermons, however, reveals a sur
prisingly wide use of non-Biblical siaterials. The poets provide the






in this order, are used most often. Nor does Morgan neglect the hymn
book. Next to the poets, hymns furnish a variety of illustration.
Usually only verses from a stansa, or a COTiplete stanza is quoted.
Where poetry is used in a conclusion, however, the preacher fre
quently quotes at length. The conclusion to his message, "A King at
101the Door," is a poem by Harriet Beecher Stowe fifty-eight lines in
length. A favorite quotation comes from "Aurora l.eigh,"^^2 by
Elizabeth Barrett Browning:
Earth's cramaed with heaven.
And every common bush afire with Ood;
But only he who sees, takes off his shoes
The rest sit round it and pluck blackberries.
Morgan, in lesser measure, uses preaching values from history,
philosophy, and contemporary events . He adapts effectively material
from Carlyle, Socrates , the early Church Fathers, and from World
War I. The breadth of his reading is reflected in the wide range of
allusions found in his sermons.
Personal experiences are judiciously �aployed by Morgan for
purposes of illustration. In the message, "Christ in You, The Hope
of Glory, "^^^ he gives his personal testijaony to the presence of
Christ in his own life. When he does relate a personal experience,
it is likely to be one that has happened to him during the course of
his ministry. Reference to himself, however, is sparing in the sermons
^"*!fergan, Westminster pulpit. VI, 23.
^^^Morgma, Westminster Pulpit. I, 229, 305; II, 315.
'^0%organ, Westminster Fulpit. I, 24.
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In twenty-six sermons chosen at random, the writer found seven
personal illustrations, and each of these was less than a paragraph
in length. He was not averse to acknowledging it when his story was
not firsthand. For instance, in the sermon, "The Children's Play
ground in the City of God,"^^*^ he introduces an illustration by say
ing, "I will tell you a story, at second hand."
Morgan occasionally uses personal letters in the pulpit, aad
with much effect. One such letters occurs in the sermon, "Back
sliding"
I am going to respect t:hie man's confidence by not read
ing all his letter, but I am going to read a sentence or two,
and I am sure he will let me do it, because, as he says in
his closing words, there may be numbers here tonight like him.
He is a young man, and tells me that he came to London think
ing that religion was a prop for weak people, having his own
ideal, ^ich he att^npted to follow. Then he tells the story
of the loss of the land, the story of the loss of influence
and power, the stozy of actual sin. Th^ he tells me how, not
knowing why, he wandered into this building last Sunday morn
ing, and heard me read about the risen Jesus, and he tells me
how, in the light of that vision of Christ, he was conscious
of his own degradation. Then (In his letter) he says: "I
crept home, broken down, broken-hearted. This is my tale.
Surrounded by people yet utterly alone* There is no one to
I can go, though my heart is aching and my mind is sick.
Can you give me one word of sympathy, one word of hope, or,
better still, one word of guidance? I shall be present at
your service tomorrow night and all I ask is that you will say
something �^lch I can recognize and seize upon for myself. X
do not want to be sought out in any way. Let me remain, as
probably I am, the type of scores of unhappy men similarly
situated."
The conclusion of the sermon, which follows, answers the letter by




Another use of a personal letter appears in, "Amazing Love."^^^ Here
the brief letter serves as a springboard for the sermon which follows.
St^le. The length of Morgan's paragraphs varies. The intro
ductory paragraph of the sermon, "If Christ Did Not Rise�What Then?"^^'^
is approximately three pages long. In contrast with this is the
introductory paragraph of his, "The Strength of the Naffle,"^^^ ^^^^
the six paragraphs constituting the introduction occupy less than one
page. Four of these paragraphs are composed of one sentence each,
and one paragraph is a sentence of ten words. The preacher's para
graph brevity is undoubtedly in the interest of accentuating impor -
t^t ideas by making them stand out in this form.
His paragraph organization is generally well developed. The
topic sentence is customarily stated in the first or second sentence,
and quite often it is repeated at the close of the paragraph. An
instance of this is in the sermon, "Manifestations of the Risen
Lor4^i�l09 where the topic sentence of the paragraph is, "Jesus is
seen on the seashore building a fire and preparing food for hungry
fishermen." The paragraph closes with this sentence. "It is a
picture of the world's Redeaner getting breakfast ready for cold,
tired fishermen." Occasionally he has paragraph topics which he
^Q^Ibid.. p. 139.
^��Morgan, Westminster Pulpit. IV, 281.
^09Morgan, Westminster Pulpit. X, 175.
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fails to develop. For example, in "the Froblems of the Religious
Life: The Opposing Forces of the Religious Life--The Devil, "^^^
there appears this paragraph: "What was the sin? Who shall dare to
say? In Hilton's 'Faradise Lost* we have splendid speculation as to
what the sin was; and in all probability more than speculation." Fer*
haps Horgan purposely did not develop the paragraph, but many a lis
tener will be left wondering about Hilton's speculation.
The Imgth of sentences varies from the exclamatory word to
the Involved sentence covering a paragraph. The average sentence,
however, in a Horgan sermon, as compared with contemporary sermons, is
l^gthy and involved. An example of a long sentence is found in the
sermon "Ik>liness: A Present Fossibillty":"*'^^
Perhaps I may put all this into another form and say, if
we will be quite honest about our failure in the Christian
life, about the sins we committed yesterday even though we
are chlldr^ of God, about those hours in which we yielded
to temptation and grieved the Holy Spirit, and smirched the
spotless lin^ of our purity, and disgraced the nimie of our
Lord, we all know that we failed because we did not fight
under the orders of the King, but leaving our proper habi
tation of loyalty to Him, walked in the way of temptation,
and attenpted in our own strength to overcome, and thus were
defeated.
While it must not be assumed that a sentence of this length is typ
ically Horgan, it does demonstrate his propensity at times to culti
vate the long sentence.
Morgan's style of writing is on the whole prosaic rather than
poetic. He is first of all the teacher, explaining. He is clear and
^^^organ, Westminster Pulpit. Ill, 209.
^^^Horgan, Westminster Pulpit. IV, 289.
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straightforward, free from ornate, embroidered language, with perhaps
a propensity toward repetition. Note the words of the teacher in
"The Power of the Gospel"
The phrase is at once simple and difficult. There can be no
question as to its structure. Taking the phrase as it stands,
and looking at it grammatically apart from its context, it is
evident that the second "faith" is resultant faith.
Once in a while the voice of the poet creeps int "If we would speak
of gentleness let us stand on the beach and see the mighty ocean
with silver foam kiss the feet of the little child that plays on the
shore. "^13
The variety of words found in a Horgan sermon reveals the
breadth of his vocabulary. Occasionally he uses words foreign to
the average layman's vocabulary. Words like "microcosms, "^^^
"adumbration," and "recrudescence of evil"^^^ are apt to carry
little meaning for the man in the pew. Although his choice of words
like these is questionable, his language on the whole is free from
provincialisms and colloqulallssas. One exception is his use of the
Scottish word "balm" (child) � He has a tendency to use several
descriptive adjectives in sequence, as in the sentence, "This again
is one of those stupendous, appalling, overwhelming claims of Christ
^^-^Morgan, Westminster Pulpit. VIII, 284.
^^%organ, Westminster Pulpjt. X, 267.
^^%t>rgan, Westminster pulpit . V, 273.
^^%bid.. p. 338.
^^%>rgan, Westminster Pulpit. X, 329.
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which either demoastrate Hira God in very deed and truth or prove Him
to have be^ devoid of honesty, purity, and meekness. "^^^ On the
same page is another series, "By drastic, daring courageous heroism,
make an end of them,"
Itorgan seems to show no particular affinity for figurative
Imigiiage, although on occasion one comes across a felicitious
phrase. He expresses violence by saying, "The prince of this world
plunged his venomous dart into the side of the Frince of glory. . . ."^^8
He conveys tenderness and pathos by, "It is the wailing voice of the
Father who has lost His child. ""^^^ A classic passage describing the
hypocracy of certain people is this simile, "All the brutishness and
godlessness lay like a smoldering fire under the veneered rottenness
of a false culture. "^^^
His style shows flashes of alliteration, as for Instance, "the
feverish fire of impurity, "^^^ **What cannot be cured must be
122
endured," '^'^ and an interesting example of alliteration is the follow-
Ing sentence, "One who snatched the scepter from the ursurper."^^^
'�^'Itorgan, Westminster Fulpit. II, 145.
^^%organ, Westminster Fulpit. I, 164.
^^%id.. p. 170.
^^^organ, Westminster Fulpit . X, 168.
^^^Uorgm, Westminster Fulpit . I, 158.
I22|torgan, Westi^nstar Fulpit. II, 196.
^2%organ, Westminster Pulpit. I, 309.
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His creacment of a Bible episode is at times infused with a touch of
homely imagination. An example of this is his sketch of the scene
at Pilate's court where Peter is warming himself by the fire:
It was a cold night, and there was a fire in the court,
round which the soldiers and enemies of Christ were gathered,
in all probability laughingly discussing the arrest they had
made, and perhaps wondering what it all meant, for in the
garden they had seen the glory flame from His eyes and had
fallen to the groimd. They were now perhaps laughing at their
own stupidity and superstition, Peter was cold, and he warmed
himself at their fire. When a man gets there it is so easy
for a laughing servant eirl to make him swear that he never
knew his Friend at all.J^24
It may be said in closing that Morgan's literary style would
seem a bit heavy to the present generation. It lacks generally the
concreteness of diction and the pictorial imagery that are so much
a part of our mid-century world.
Expository style. Wagner in his book, The Expository Method
2� &* Campbell Mi^rs^an, makes this stataoaent, "Morgan's expository
method is the application of the context principle of Bible study."
He defines "context principle" as "the Interpretation of a given
passage In the light of the text which surrounds it, diminishing in
Importance as one proceeds from the near to the far context,
"^^^
Here is an excellent definition of exposition. This writer, however,
questions whether it ought to be ascribed to the kind of exposition
found in Morgan's sermons. Rather, the preacher seems to correlate
Biblical passages which bear on the particular passage under consideration,
p. 69.
124xbid., p. 196.
^^^Don M. Wagner, T]^ Expository Method 2i Campbell Morgan.
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giving equal importance regardless of proximity to the text. Morgan
uses Scripture to explain Scripture. An example of this method of
exposition is seen in the sermon, "The Deity of Christ. "126 xhe text
is Colossians 2:9, "In Him dwelleth all the fulness of the Godhead
bodily." The first main division is an examination of the text. It
is developed by referring to Paul's experience on the Damascus road
as chronicled in the Acts of the Apostles. The second division
comprises a definition of the terms: "Godhead," "fulness," and
"dwelleth bodily." The first term is defined by comparing Paul's
usage of the word in Romans. The second, by examining the purpose of
the Colossian letter, and the final term is defined by considering
the verb tense and the literal meaning of the word. Thus Morgan in
his exposition uses the words of the text itself, the purpose of the
epistle in which the text is found, and Scripture references in other
Hew Testament Books.
His sermons frequently contain much exegetical matter. This
fact is particularly evident when the preacher is defining words. It
sometimes happens that the scholar's Interest in exegesis overshadows
the preacher's task of exposition. Morgan is meticulous in making
clear original Hebrew and Greek words, as for instance in the sermon,
"The Priestly B�aedictlon,"127 where he discusses at length the
various Hebrew names for God. Again, in the sermon, "Sthical
126Horgan, Westminster Pulpit. II, 245.
127Morgan, Westminster Pulpit. VIII, 128.
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Perfection, "128 eabarke on definition by ueing this introductory
word, "What then does the word mean? I m& referring of course, in the
first place to the actual word of the Greek Kew Testament."
In expounding a Scripture portion, he not infrequently sets
it forth in the light of more than one translation. In the sermon,
"Spare Thyself I" , ^29 jje at one point compares three translations:
�r. Young's, Mr. Rotherman's (The Emphasized Bible), and the King
James Version. Elsewhere he often compares the translation of the
King James Version with the American Standard Version of 1901, gener
ally favoring the translation of the latter. He aaploys the more
recent versions for two reasons: first, their contemporary language
facilitates understanding of the Scripture; secondly, the later
versions, making use of recent discoveries of old manuscripts, are in
general more accurate.
A word needs to be said concerning the thorouglsaess of Itorgan' s
preparation for exposition. Before preaching on a given text or
passage, he customarily steeped himself in the Book by reading it
through from forty to fifty times.
^29Morgatt, Westminster Pulpit. II, 125.
CHAPTER IV
CONCLUSION
Wherein lies the appeal of G. Campbell Morgan's sermons?
They are Biblical. Morgan holds the Word to be the ultimate author
ity in matters of faith and conduct. From the time that the Bible
'found" him until his death in 1945, the Word was his supreme
possession. It was this fidelity to the Bible as the Word of God,
together with his patient, persistent habits of study that helped
make him the Prince of Expositors. His sermons are rich in Biblical
analysis. The preacher's ability to "break open" the truth and apply
it is perhaps exceeded by no one in our time. He deals with time
less themes. The fires of theological controversy and the "cult of
the contemporaneous ' are alike foreign to his message. Here is
truth, always having to do with God and His ways with men, always
presented with insight and with lucidity!
What definition of expository preaching is most applicable
to Morgan's sermons? The limited definitions of Bowie and Blackwood
would not apply to the majority of Morgan's sermons. Meyer's and
Caensaerer' s definition is also too confining for Morgan, for the
sermons in the Westminster Pulpit , representative of Morgan's sermonlc
output, by no means follow a "consecutive treatment of Scripture"
pattern. And what of Sangster 's definition of expository preaching?
"If a man is explaining a short text, a whole chapter, or a whole
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book, it is still exposition. Morgan's breadth of exposition is
an excellent example of this definition.
The tall, gaunt figure of the man standing behind the pulpit
in Westminster Chapel, preaching to thousands, is a striking sequel
to the seven-year old lad standing in the Morgan nursery preaching
to his sister and her dolls. Parental influences throughout child
hood played a large part in the development of the preacher. But
almost from the beginning, 6. Campbell Morgan experienced the
"inward urge" that cannot be ignored. This it was in particular
that held him to the course he eventually pursued. It could not be
ignored even when the stress of family circumstances forced him to
accept an appointment as a day-school teacher. It could not be
suppressed even when he suffered the humiliation of failure in his
trial sermon before the Methodists. Resolutely he set before him
self the task of preparation for the high calling. Be it ever to
his honor that he became a master-preacher without benefit of formal
schooling. He was always the Biblical preacher. He was essentially
the teacher of the Word. Through his ministry of preaching and
writing, tens of thousands have learned to respect, love, and obey
the Bible as God's Word to man.
Sangster, 0�. cit., p. 68.
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Actg, of the Apostles. The, 1924.
MJL ThiniSLS New; a message to new converts, n.d.
Analysed Bible, The:
Volume I Genesis to Esther, 1907
II Introduction, Job to Malachi, 1908
III The New Testament, n.d.
IV The Gospel According to John, n.d.
V The Book of Job, 1909
VI The Epistle to the Romans, 1906
VII Prophecy of Isaiah ^ 1910
VIII Prophecy of Isaiah, 1910
IX The Book of Genesis, 1911
Bible and the Child , The, 1931 .
Bible and the Cross . |he , 1909 .
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Bible in Five Years . The; a comprehensive outline for study of the
entire Sacred Volume, 1922.
"But One Thing"; baccalaureate address at Northfield Sminary, 1903.
Categorical Imperatives of the Christian Faith, 1930.
Christ and the Bible, 1929-
Christ of Today , 1945.
Christ of Today. The. What? Whence? Whether?, 1905.
Corinthian Letters of Paul , 1946 .
Crises of Christ, The, 1903 .
Discipleship. 1898.
Divine Guidance and Human Advice , n.d.
Evangelism. 1904 .
Exposition o|. t|ie Whole Bible, M, 1959.
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First Century Message to Twentieth Century Christians ; addresses
based upon the letters to the seven churches of Asia, 1902.
Four Gospels, The, 1956.
God. Humanity and the War , 1914.
God^s Last Word to Man; studies in Hebrews, 1936.
God's Methods with Man in Time; Past. Present, and Future. 1898.
God's Perfect Will , 1901 .
Gospel According to Luke , 1931 .
Gospel According to Mark. 1927.
Gospel According to Matthew. 1911.
Graded Bible. The, n.d.
Great Chapters of the Bible, t\K> Volumes, 1935.
Great Physician , The; a series of fifty studies of the method of
Jesus with individuals, 1937.
Hidden Years at Hazareth. The, 1898.
Hosea. The Heart and Holiness of God, 1934.
Lessons of the Welsh Revival . 1904 .
Letters of Our Lord, n.d.
Life a Quest and the Way of Conquest . n.d.
Life of the Christian. The, 1904.
Life Problems . 1899 .
Living Messages of. the Books of the Bible, Two Volumes, 1911-1912.
Ministry of the Word. The, 1904.
Missionary Manifesto. The, 1909.
Mountains and Valleys in the Ministry of. Jesus, 1908.
Music of I^if e, 1946 ,
Notes on the Psalms , 1947 .
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Parable of the Father's Heart, 1948.
Parables and Metaphors of Our Lord, 1943.
Parables of the Kingdom. 1907 .
Paul, n.d.
geter ^d the Church. 1937.
Practice of Prayer , The, 1906 .
Preachint^. 1937.
Purpose of the Gospel. 1934.
Purpose of the Incarnation, n.d.
Romance of the Bible, The. 1928.
Searchlights from the Word; being 1189 sermon suggestions, one from
every chapter in the Bible, 1926.
Simple Things of the Christian Life , 1907 .
Son^ Companion of the Scriptures, compiled by Morgan, 1911.
Spirit of God. The, 1900.
Studies in the Prophecy of Jeremiah, 1931.
Study and Teaching of t^^ English Bible ; being four lectures at
Westminster Friday Bible School, 1910.
Teaching of Christ. The� 1913.
Teaching of the Lesson, The; a commentary on the International Sunday
School lessons for the year 1910, 1910.
Ten Commandments , The. 1901 ,
To Die is Gain. 1945.
Triumph of Faith. The. 1944.
True Estimate of Life , and How to Live, The; addresses delivered at
Northfield, 1899.
Voices of Twelve Hebrew Prophets . commonly called the Minor Prophets,
1939.
Westminster Pulpit Bible Record. The, n.d.
Westminster Pulpit ; The Preaching of G. Campbell Morgan, Ten Volumes
1954.
"Wherein Have We Robbed God." Malachi 's Message to the Men of
Today, 1898.
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